Christ Church Boat Club 2015 Crews

Women’s 1st VIII – Summer Eights

Bow: Sophie Tiefenbacher
2: Jennifer Soderman
3: Kathrin Jansen
4: Rachel Tidey
5: Tamsin Samuels
6: Anna Murgatroyd
7: Alice Carrington-Windo
Stroke: Christina Heemskerk
Cox: Molly McLellan
Coach: Mike Genchi

Bumped: St Edmund Hall
Bumped by: University. Finished 6th on the river.

Women’s 2nd VIII – Summer Eights

Bow: Rachael Griffith
2: Michelle Hufschmid
3: Kar Min Lim
4: Rachel Ruisard
5: Emma Moran
6: Lauren Lamb
7: Klara Fay
Stroke: Emma Dyer
Cox: Michael Boemo
Coach: Mike Genchi

Bumped by: GTC, Magdalen II, Hertford II, Trinity III. Finished 6th in Div IV.

Men’s 1st VIII – Summer Eights

Bow: Robert Stutter
2: Abel Peirson Serratosa
3: Liam Kirwin
4: Alastair Collier
5: Teun Kraaij
6: Alexander Davidson
7: Samuel O’Connor
Stroke: Nicholas Hazell
Cox: Thomas Clode
Coach: Mike Genchi

Bumped Pembroke. Finished 2nd on the river.
Men’s 2nd VIII – Summer Eights

Bow: Meelis Lootus
2: Michael Boemo
3: Tristan Smart
4: Yannick Brun
5: Jasper Beerepoot
6: Dylan Collins
7: Julian Dixon
Stroke: Robert Tillear
Cox: Nicole Chen

Coach: Mike Genchi

Bumped by: Queen’s, St Hugh’s. Finished 3rd in Div III.

Men’s 3rd VIII – Summer Eights

Bow: Michael Hannigan
2: Benedict Murphy
3: Antti Vauhkonen
4: Nicholas Lee
5: George Dennis
6: Kevin Graham
7: Alexander Bannerman
Stroke: Alexander Baron
Cox: Grace McGee

Coach: Mike Genchi

Bumped by: Jesus II, St Anne’s II, Pembroke II, Queen’s II. Finished 10th in Div V.

Women’s 1st Torpid

Bow: Jennifer Soderman
2: Kate Hulshof
3: Alissa Kleinnijenhuis
4: Rachel Dlugatch
5: Kathrin Jansen
6: Rachel Tidey
7: Tamsin Samuels
8: Anna Murgatroyd
Cox: Caroline Ames

Coach: Mike Genchi

Bumped: St Catherine’s, Pembroke, New College
Bumped by: Pembroke, University. Finished 8th on the river.
**Women’s 2nd Torpid**

Bow: Emma Dyer  
2: Emma Moran  
3: Laura Jung  
4: Sophie Tiefenbacher  
5: Klara Fay  
6: Claire Perrault  
7: Annemari Ferreira  
Stroke: Lauren Lamb  
Cox: Nicole Chen  
Coach: Mike Genchi  

Did not row on.

**Men’s 1st Torpid**

Bow: James McCormick  
2: Robert Stutter  
3: Weeliam Seah  
4: Michael Boemo  
5: Alastair Collier  
6: Yannick Brun  
7: Abel Peirson Serratosa  
Stroke: Liam Kirwin  
Cox: Hannah Barrett  
Coach: Mike Genchi

Bumped by: Oriel. Finished 4th on the river.

**Men’s 2nd Torpid**

Bow: Callum Shaw  
2: Theo Ropel  
3: Jasper Beerepoot  
4: Harrison Ostridge  
5: Robert Tilleard  
6: Tristan Smart  
7: Kevin Graham  
Stroke: Fletcher O’Leary  
Cox: Molly McLellan  
Coach: Mike Genchi

Bumped: St Hugh’s, Exeter, Somerville  
Bumped by: Somerville, Merton, Mansfield. Finished 2nd in Div III.
Men’s 3rd Torpid

Bow: Antti Vauhkonen
2: Matthieu Farizier
3:
4: Jonathon Clegg
5: George Dennis
6: Alexander Drong
7: Michael Hannigan
Stroke: Brian Lee
Cox: Michael Boemo

Coach: Mike Genchi

Did not row on.